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ABSTRACT 
 

Employment Effects of Labour Taxation in an Efficiency 
Wage Model with Alternative Budget Constraints 

and Time Horizons∗∗∗∗ 
 
 

In an efficiency wage economy with variable profits, a shift from payroll to employment taxes will 
reduce unemployment if the tax level is held constant at the initial wage. However, unem-
ployment will rise if firms are constrained to zero profits in the long-run and if tax revenues are 
constant. This reversal of employment effects occurs because the shift in taxes reduces wages. 
This implies a budget deficit. Hence, taxes will have to be raised if revenues are held constant. If 
the firm's profits cannot change, the tax increase will cause some firms to close down and 
unemployment will rise. Thus, the predicted employment consequences of changes in the tax 
structure depend on assumptions about the time-horizon and budget constraint. 
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1. Introduction 

In a competitive labour market, the equilibrium level of employment is not affected by the 
structure of taxes on labour costs. This result does not necessarily apply in models of imper-
fectly competitive labour markets (see Pissarides, 1998, inter alia). Assuming an efficiency 
wage economy, some authors find that a stronger payroll element at the expense of the em-
ployment component raises employment while others obtain opposite predictions. For exam-
ple, Jackman et al. (1986) argue that a tax on wage increases reduces labour costs and raises 
employment, given constant tax payments.1 However, Rasmussen (1998) has demonstrated 
that a balanced-budget shift from a payroll to an employment tax increases employment. In 
this paper, it is shown that the differential predictions are due (a) to alternative time horizons 
and (b) different notions of budget-neutrality. More specifically, a shift from employment 
towards payroll taxes will increase employment if the firms' profits are variable and if the gov-
ernment budget need not be balanced ex-post. However, assuming a constant level of profits 
and a balanced-budget requirement which takes into account wage and employment changes 
reverses the employment impact of such a tax reform. This reversal happens because the shift 
in taxes reduces wages. This implies a budget deficit. Taxes have to be increased to balance 
the budget. If the firms' profits cannot change, the tax increase will cause some firms to close 
down. Thus, unemployment rises. The model is outlined in Section 2. Moreover, the wage and 
employment consequences of tax rate variations are calculated. They are used in Section 3 to 
analyse a reform of labour taxation. Section 4 concludes. 

 

2. An Economy with Efficiency Wages 

Workers are identical ex-ante and choose the optimal level of effort, given the wage which is 
set by the firm. Following the frameworks developed by Pisauro (1991) and Rasmussen 
(1998), effort e is assumed to be increasing with the wage w and unemployment u, but rises 
with the wage at a decreasing rate, and can also depend on other arguments which are unaf-
fected by tax rate variations, such as the monitoring intensity in a shirking framework. Hence, 
e = e(w, u,.), where ew > 0, eww < 0 and eu > 0 hold, while ewu = 0 applies since utility is 
assumed to be a linear combination of the (sub-) utility from income and effort. Subsequently, 
the focus is on an effort function which depends on w and u only to simplify the exposition, 
implying e = e(w, u). There are τ, τ >> 1, firms in the economy with a given capital stock. The 
resulting fixed costs are denoted by h, h > 0. In the short-run, the existence of these fixed costs 
acts as a barrier or disincentive to the entry or exit of firms. In a longer-term perspective, the 
entry and exit of firms is allowed for and potentially different fixed costs determine which of 
the firms enters or leaves the market. Firms are identical, with the exception of the fixed costs 
h. They are characterised by a strictly concave production function f (f ' > 0, f '' < 0) with effi-

                                                 
1 See also Johnson and Layard (1986, pp. 967ff), Jackman and Layard (1990), Lockwood and Manning (1993), 
Carter (1995), Artis and Sinclair (1996), and Goerke (1999) for comparable results not only for efficiency wage 
models. 
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ciency units of labour as argument. Firms sell the homogeneous product for a given price, 
normalised to unity. Labour costs consist of wages w, the payroll tax tw, t > 0, and an em-
ployment tax C, C > 0. Thus, profits per firm π, assumed to be positive in the short-run, are 
given by: 

h)C)t1(w(n)n)u,w(e(f −++−=π     (1) 

Firms set wages optimally and, given the wage, choose employment to maximise profits. The 
combination of the first-order conditions yields a (modified) Solow-condition (Solow, 1979): 

[ ] 0)t1(eC)t1(wew =+−++      (2) 

Equation (2) implies eww - e < 0 since C > 0. The expression on the left-hand side of the 
equality sign in (2) declines with the wage since eww < 0 has been assumed. The firm's 
optimal level of employment n also decreases with the wage w and the tax rates t and C,2 
while it increases with unemployment for (f ''en + f ') > 0, since nu ≡ ∂n/∂u = - eu(f ''en + f ')/(f 
''e2). This is assumed henceforth. Aggregate employment N is the difference between labour 
supply normalised to unity and unemployment (or the unemployment rate) u, N = 1 - u, and 
equals the product of the number of firms τ and employment per firm n. Since effort is a func-
tion of wages and unemployment, employment per firm only depends on the tax rates, wages, 
and the unemployment rate. In equilibrium, the labour market is characterised by: 

0)C,t,u,w(n)u1( =τ−−       (3) 

Equation (3) might be labelled labour demand curve. It defines a positive relationship between 
wages and unemployment if f ''en + f ' > 0 applies (Pisauro, 1991; Carter, 1999). In the short-
run, equations (2) and (3) describe the equilibrium of the efficiency wage economy, where the 
wage and the unemployment (rate) are the endogenous and the tax rates the exogenous vari-
ables. However, in the long-run the number of economic actors is assumed to vary. Thus, 
firms which incur losses, for example, because of tax increases eventually leave the market 
and if profits are high, new firms will enter. Hence, the number of firms τ is a positive func-
tion of profits and becomes an endogenous variable, as well. Such a relationship between 
profits π and the number of firms τ can - in its simplest form - be modelled in the following 
way: 

0h)C)t1(w(n)n)u,w(e(f =ατ−−++−     (4) 

The parameter α, α ≥ 0, indicates the responsiveness with which new firms will enter (leave) 
the market if profits rise (fall). Suppose a tax increase reduces profits. Some firms close down. 
This reduces labour demand at any given wage. Unemployment goes up. Effort and productiv-
ity rise and the profits of the surviving firms return to the original level. If the parameter α is 
low, only a large reduction in the number of firms and, subsequently, in employment can 
make the remaining firms profitable again. However, if α is large, the required reduction in 

                                                 
2 The labour demand curve in efficiency wage models can be backward bending (Schmidt-Sørensen, 1991; Fehr, 
1991), although it definitely has a negative slope in this model for a wage not below the efficiency wage. 
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labour demand will be comparatively small. Therefore, a low value of α implies a strong 
reaction of τ to changes in π and indicates a long-term perspective, since the number of firms 
is stable only in the short-run. A zero profit constraint presupposes α = 0. The restriction 
implied by equation (4), therefore, generalises the models by Albrecht and Vroman (1996), 
Rasmussen (1998), and Goerke (2000). 

Equations (2) to (4) yield a system of three equations for the long-run equilibrium in the three 
unknowns w, u and τ. Totally differentiating this system, where the tax rates t and C are the 
exogenous variables and making use of wnC = nt = w/(f ''e2) < 0 yields: 
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  (5) 

The determinant of the short-run system Ds is positive since nu > 0, where Ds is given by Ds 
= -eww[w(1 + t) + C](1 + τnu) - τnweu(1 + t) > 0, while the determinant of the long-run sys-
tem Dl, Dl = -αDs + f 'n2eueww(w(1 + t) + C), is negative. From equation (5) the following 
wage effects of higher payroll and employment taxes can be derived, where the subscript s (l) 
indicates the short-run (longer-term) perspective and use has been made of the expressions for 
nC, nu, and πw = f 'ew - (1 + t) = 0: 

0
D

)t1(en)n1)(ewe(
dt
dw utuw <

+τ+τ+−
=

ss
,    (6a) 

since eww - e < 0 from equation (2). 
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lsl
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l eD
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D
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dw uw −−

α=α−=     (6d) 

Wages decline in the short- and the long-run owing to an increase in the payroll tax t, while 
they will rise with the employment tax C if eu(1 - u) - e < 0 holds, unless profits cannot vary. 
In a zero profit world, α = 0 implies dw/dC = 0. Pisauro (1991) has shown that e - eu(1 - u) > 
0 is a sufficient condition for a positively sloped labour demand curve in the wage - unem-
ployment space. He, therefore, concludes dw/dC|s > 0. However, Carter (1999) has pointed 
out that Pisauro's specification of the effort function - which differs from the one used here - 
implies that the restriction e - eu(1 - u) > 0 can only hold for an unemployment rate u in 
excess of 50%. Therefore, the wage effect of a rise in the employment tax in the short-run 
might depend on the characteristics of the effort function.3 However, none of the employment 

                                                 
3 It can be shown that the assumption e - eu(1 - u) > 0 is also necessary to determine the change in the number of 
firms owing to tax rate variations in the long-run model. 
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effects of tax changes or tax reforms is affected by a sign restriction for e - eu(1 - u). This can 
already be seen when deriving the impact of variations in tax rates on unemployment: 

[ ]
ss D

)ewe(nwnC)t1(we
dt
du wwCww −−++

τ=    (7a) 
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While an increase in the employment tax C always raises unemployment, irrespective of the 
time horizon, a rise in the payroll tax t has ambiguous employment consequences, unless 
profits are fixed. This is because a rise in t induces a decline in the firms' optimal wage as 
defined by the Solow-condition (2). Whether the negative employment impact of the higher 
tax or the positive effect of the lower wage will dominate cannot be ascertained if profits vary. 

 

3. A Revenue-neutral Reform of Labour Taxation 

Initially, the short-run employment effects of a reform of labour taxation are investigated. 
Since a change in the structure of labour taxation is to be analysed, and not an alteration in its 
level, the tax level has to be held constant. Hence, a tax reform which involves a higher 
payroll tax rate t will entail a reduction in the employment tax rate C if higher tax rates 
increase revenues, such that C = C(t) and dC/dt = Ct < 0 applies.  

( ) ( )[ ]
ss D

eCwenCwn)C)t1(w(e
dt
du twwtCww

)t(CC,

−+−+++
τ=

=
   (8) 

If the government keeps net revenues per employee wt + C constant at the initial wage, that is 
in an ex-ante sense, as assumed by Jackman et al. (1986), this requirement entails wdt + dC = 
0 and w + Ct = 0. Hence, in the short-run and for an ex-ante constraint a shift from an employ-
ment tax towards a payroll tax creates new jobs (cf. Lockwood and Manning, 1993; Carter, 
1995; or Goerke, 1999). The positive employment impact comes about because the wage will 
unambiguously decline if (w + Ct) = 0 applies. Wages fall because the combined effect on 
marginal employment costs of a rise in the payroll tax t and a fall in the employment tax C is 
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zero for Ct = - w. However, the costs of a wage increase become larger, since they are ampli-
fied by the payroll tax. The ensuing reduction in wages lowers unemployment.  

The ex-ante constraint on the level of taxes per employee can imply a fall in aggregate tax 
revenues since the wage induced decline in tax receipts might not be compensated by the em-
ployment induced rise in revenues. Suppose, therefore, that the government takes into account 
all changes in wages and employment owing to the tax variations. Let the budget of the gov-
ernment, in which for simplicity all other taxes than t and C and all outlays except for unem-
ployment compensation b are ignored, be denoted by B, where B ≡ (tw + C)(1 - u) - ub = 0. A 
balanced-budget reduction in C to compensate for a rise in t implies dB = 0 and is defined by: 

dC
dwt)u1()u1()bCwt(

dC
du

dt
dwt)u1(w)u1()bCwt(

dt
du

B
B

dt
dC

C

t

0dB −+−+++−

−+−+++−
−=−=

=
   (9) 

The changes in wages and unemployment which have to be incorporated into the computation 
of dC/dt are given by equations (6a/6b) and (7a/7b) for the short-run analysis and by (6c/6d) 
and (7c/7d) for the long-run investigation. Under the plausible assumption that an increase in 
either of the tax rates raises revenues Bt, BC > 0 and Ct < 0 hold. Substituting in accordance 
with (6a/6b) and (7a/7b), the balanced-budget requirement implies for the short-run case: 

s
s DB

ez)Cw(
C

t
τ=+ , for )bCwt(nt)n1(nz wu +++τ+≡    (10) 

Since the variable z and, thus, the budgetary effects of the ex-ante constraint cannot be signed, 
the unemployment consequences of a rise in t as determined by equation (8) are ambiguous. 
This potential change in the employment effects of a reform of labour taxation occurs because 
holding constant tax payments per employee at the initial wage induces a wage reduction such 
that aggregate tax revenues fall. However, employment rises. Whether these changes require a 
rise or a fall in, for example, the employment tax relative to the ex-ante case in order to 
balance the budget cannot be determined. Therefore, the change in labour costs which is 
induced by the tax reform in conjunction with the balanced-budget restriction, and the 
variation in unemployment are ambiguous in the short-run. 

In a longer-term perspective, the number of firms is assumed to vary. For C = C(t), the change 
in unemployment owing to a reform of labour taxation can be computed from equation (5): 

ll D
n)Cw)(C)t1(w(e

dt
du 2

tww

C(t)=,C

+++=        

[ ]
ll D

n
e

D
n)C)t1(w(ene)Cw( wCwwwwt ατ−

++−+
ατ+   (11) 

For w + Ct ≤ 0 and α > 0 unemployment falls due to a restructuring of labour taxation since 
the budget requirement allows for a sufficient reduction in C. If taxes per employee are held 
constant ex-ante (w + Ct = 0), wages will decline. Although labour costs shrink, the rise in 
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employment and the ensuing reduction in effort more than compensate the positive profit 
effect of lower wages. The number of firms is reduced. Employment per firm must rise. How-
ever, as long as profits can vary (α > 0), the increase in employment per firm is strong enough 
to warrant a reduction in unemployment owing to an increase in the payroll tax, holding taxes 
constant at the initial wage, as evidenced by the last term in (11). If profits are rigid (α = 0), a 
shift in labour taxation will have no employment effect for w + Ct = 0, while the number of 
firms declines.4 If an ex-post budget constraint is imposed, (w + Ct)l  has to be computed 
using equations (6c/6d) and (7c/7d): 

ll
l DB

ez
DB

en'tef)u1(
)Cw(

CC

u
2

t
τα−

−
−=+ ,     (12) 

for z as defined in (10). The consequences of a reform of labour taxation are generally 
ambiguous when the number of firms varies. However, for a zero profit constraint α = 0 holds 
and the employment effects of an increase in the payroll tax and a reduction in the 
employment tax are determined solely by the wage change. Substituting in (11) in accordance 
with equation (12) yields: 

l

l
l D

)Cw(n)C)t1(w(e
dt
du t

2
ww

0=
C(t),=,C

+++=
α

 0
)D(B

)C)t1(w(en'tef)u1(e
2

C

u
4

ww >
++−

−=
l

 (13) 

Equation (13) shows that unemployment will rise in the long-run if a payroll tax is substituted 
for an employment tax. The number of firms will shrink unambiguously if e - eu(1 - u) > 0 
holds. The superior job performance of an employment tax relative to a payroll tax - as 
derived by Rasmussen (1998) - will only hold if the budget has to be balanced ex-post and if 
profits cannot vary at all (see also Rasmussen (1997)). The zero profit requirement implies 
that any change in the level of taxes cannot be born by firms. Since a shift from employment 
to payroll taxes, combined with an ex-ante constraint, reduces the firm's optimal wage for a 
given level of unemployment and leaves employment unaffected for α = 0 (cf. equations (2) 
and (11)), the budget requirement necessitates a rise in taxes. This reduces employment. 
Moreover, it has been shown above that the balanced-budget employment effects are 
ambiguous in the short-run. The differential employment consequences of changes in the 
structure of labour taxation in the short and the long-run, therefore, depend (a) on the strict-
ness of the budget constraint and (b) on the existence of a zero-profit economy, but not on the 
assumption of a variable number of firms. The employment effects for the various 
combinations of restrictions are summarised below: 

 

                                                 
4 See Goerke (1997). Imposing the zero profit constraint does not have this employment consequence in Jackman 
et al. (1986), Jackman and Layard (1990), and Johnson and Layard (1986), since a different effort function is 
assumed, inter alia. 
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Table 1: Employment Effects of a Shift from Employment to Payroll Tax for Alternative 
   Budget Constraints and Time Horizons 

                            Budget Constraint  
Time Horizon Tax per Employee Constant Ex-ante Balanced-Budget 
Fixed # of Firms, Variable Profits + ? 
Variable # of Firms, Variable Profits + ? 
Variable # of Firms, Constant Profits 0 - 

 
Graphically, the results can be illustrated as follows: From equation (2) the Solow-condition 
implies a trade-off between wages and unemployment and is characterised by a negative slope 
in the wage - unemployment space, while the labour demand curve (LD) slopes upwards for 
nu > 0. Moreover, the profit constraint (4) can be combined with the LD curve (3) for the 
long-run analysis, to yield a long-run labour demand curve LLD, which is given by (1 - u) - nπ
/α = 0. This long-run labour demand curve LLD has a greater positive slope than the LD curve 
and becomes steeper the lower the value of α is. For α = 0, solely the profit constraint (4) 
determines labour demand and implies a vertical LLD curve, since dw/du = - πu/πw, where π

w = 0 from the firm's first-order condition.5 The curves are depicted in figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Employment Effects of Shift from Employment to Payroll Taxes 

 

                                                 
5 The vertical LLD curve does not result in a framework with a dichotomous effort function, such as the one by 
Albrecht and Vroman (1996). This is because firms cannot adjust wages at the margin, implying πw ≠ 0. Thus, 
the fraction of employees who shirk is independent of unemployment, and πu = 0. The resulting LLD is 
horizontal in the wage-unemployment space. The long-run properties of shirking models with a dichotomous 
effort decision might, thus, differ from those with a continuous relationship between wages and productivity. 

w

u

SC

LD

LLD (α=>=0)
LLD(α===0)

SC'
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A shift from employment to payroll taxes, holding constant tax payments ex-ante, moves the 
Solow-condition downwards from SC to SC' in figure 1. If profits are rigid, wages will fall but 
unemployment will not change. But if profits can vary, unemployment will fall. If, instead of 
an ex-ante constraint, a balanced-budget requirement is imposed, the potential increase in 
taxes - relative to the tax level resulting in the ex-ante case - might shift the Solow-condition 
upwards again and the labour demand curve(s) to the right. For a positively sloped labour 
demand curve, the imposition of a balanced-budget constraint, therefore, implies uncertain 
employment effects. However, for α = 0 the downward movement of the Solow-condition 
does not create jobs such that tax rates have to be raised with certainty. The rightward shift of 
the LLD curve entails a rise in unemployment. 

 

4. Conclusions 

A shift from employment taxes to payroll taxes raises employment in the short-run if the gov-
ernment does not insist on an ex-post balanced-budget. This mirrors the result that a higher 
degree of tax progressivity, holding constant taxes at the initial wage, raises employment. In 
the long-run, when the entry and exit of firms is feasible, the positive employment impact will 
survive if tax payments per employee are held constant at the initial wage and if profits can 
still vary. If, however, an ex-post balanced-budget restriction is imposed, the employment 
effects of a stronger payroll element in labour taxation at the expense of the employment com-
ponent will be reversed and the number of jobs will shrink if firms face a zero profit 
constraint. In contrast to the conjecture by Pissarides (1998, p.179), that "the gains from a 
revenue-neutral reform come close to a 'free lunch' ", a statement which, however, Pissarides 
does not apply to his specific efficiency wage model with a dichotomous decision over effort, 
also a change in the structure of taxation does not yield benefits without costs.  
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